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The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong 

Naming Ceremony of Yuen Campus 

The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong (HSUHK) was deeply honoured to have 

received a magnanimous donation from Prof. Francis Yuen and Dr Rose Lee, in support 

of the University’s strategic development. The Naming Ceremony of “Yuen Campus” 

was held on 25 November 2021. The Ceremony was officiated by Prof. Yuen, Dr Lee, 

together with Dr Moses Cheng, Council Chairman; Dr Patrick Poon, Governor and 

Chairman of HSUHK Fundraising and Donation Committee and Foundation 

Management Committee; and President Simon Ho.  

 

In his welcoming remarks, Dr Cheng praised Prof. Yuen and Dr Lee for their 

exceptional achievements in the business sector and their active contributions to our 

society. They placed great emphasis on education and had been steadfast supporters of 

HSUHK’s commitment to nurturing students with all-round development over the years. 

In 2018, Dr Lee donated for HSUHK’s sustainable development and the establishment 

of a scholarship scheme. Prof. Yuen and Dr Lee’s continued support was truly a 

resounding affirmation of the University’s educational goals and endeavours. To 

express the University’s sincere gratitude, it named its South Campus “Yuen Campus” 

in honour of Prof. Yuen’s father.  

 

Prof. Francis Yuen and Dr Rose Lee have a deep connection with the University. Prof. 

Yuen is a university-wide Adjunct Professor. Dr Lee was the Chairman of the Board of 

Governors. Sharing at the Ceremony, “We firmly believe in HSUHK’s unique ‘Liberal 

+ Professional’ education model, adhering to the Founders Dr S H Ho and Dr Lee Quo 

Wei’s education ideals, will benefit students in growth and development. Apart from 

professional competencies, more importantly, our students should be cultivated with a 

broad mind and a spirit of perseverance for continuous improvement.”  

 

The FTFY Family Trust will continue to work with the University to promote the 

development of the higher education sector. 

 

In his appreciation remarks, President Simon Ho pointed out the University’s 

achievements today were brought about by the guidance and support of all stakeholders 

including the Board of Governors, Council, donors and supporters, alumni and the 

university community as a whole. With Prof. Yuen and Dr Lee’s donation, the  

 

 



 

 

University will continue to work hard to carry out more innovative teaching, research 

and student development initiatives. President Ho called for greater support from the 

wider community so that the University can realise its vision to become a leading 

private liberal-arts-oriented university in the region.  
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(From left) Prof. Francis Yuen, Dr Rose Lee, Dr Moses Cheng, Dr Patrick Poon and 

President Simon Ho officiated at the unveiling ceremony of “Yuen Campus”. 

 

Photo 2: 

 
A photo of "Yuen Campus", produced by Provost and Vice-President (Academic and 

Research) Prof. Y V Hui (1st from left) as souvenir was presented by Dr Moses Cheng, 

Dr Patrick Poon and President Simon Ho to Prof. Francis Yuen and Dr Rose Lee. 

 

  



 

Photo 3:  

 
Council Chairman Dr Moses Cheng expressed his deepest gratitude to Prof. Francis 

Yuen and Dr Rose Lee for their generous donation. 

 

Photo 4: 

 

President Simon Ho called for greater support from the wider community so that the 

University can realise its vision to become a leading private liberal-arts-oriented 

university in the region. 

 

  



 

Photo 5:  

 
Prof. Francis Yuen and Dr Rose Lee will continue to work with the University to 

promote the development of the higher education sector. 

 

Photo 6:  

 
Group photo of Prof. Francis Yuen (4th from right, front row) and Dr Rose Lee (6th 

from right, front row) and representatives of the HSUHK community. 
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About Hang Seng University of Hong Kong  

The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong (HSUHK) is a non-profit private liberal-arts-

oriented university with five Schools (Business, Communication, Decision Sciences, 

Humanities and Social Science, and Translation and Foreign Languages) and over 

6,000 full-time students. Adopting the unique “Liberal + Professional” education model, 

HSUHK is a residential institution which puts quality teaching and students’ all-round 

development as its highest priorities.  

https://bit.ly/3l7xmgZ


 

Aspiring to be a leading private university in the region, HSUHK features a primary 

focus on undergraduate education, top-quality faculty members, award-winning green 

campus facilities, innovative degree programmes, unique residential college system 

combining living and learning, interactive small class teaching, very close student-

teacher relationship, RGC-funded impactful research, and excellent student 

development/support services. Listed among the top 200 worldwide on “Quality 

Education” and “Decent Work and Economic Growth” in Times Higher Education 

University Impact Rankings 2021, the University aims to nurture young talents with 

critical thinking, innovative minds, human caring, moral values and social 

responsibilities. 

 

About FTFY Family Trust 

The FTFY Family Trust was established by Professor Francis Yuen to benefit various 

philanthropic projects that he and Dr Rose Lee may direct.  

Among the major projects the Foundation has supported to date are the construction of 

The Hong Kong Jockey Club University of Chicago Academic Complex | The 

University of Chicago Francis and Rose Yuen Campus and activities organised by Wah 

Yan One Family Foundation. 
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